
View of each question and the responses given by an individual student for the entire  lesson.

How did the student perform on a specific question?

Ability to make comment or override grade for the specific question.

STUDENT: LESSON QUESTION DETAIL

16

Individual student response scores to the entire lesson.

How did the student perform on a specific lesson quiz?

Click on a specific question ID to view the details of how the student interacted with the question.

STUDENT: LESSON DETAIL

6

Course scores and comparison to class averages for a single student. 

How is this student doing in the course?

Click on a specific attempt score to view the details of how the 
student performed in the lesson.

STUDENT: COURSE DETAIL

1 2 5 6 11 12 15

LESSON QUIZZES LESSON OBJECTIVES

A cumulative score of the 
questions that pertain to 
the learning objectives.

Lesson quizzes tab Lesson objectives tab

A dashboard report that simply lists grades by course.

This report is more rudimentary than the dashboard report that simply lists grades by course.

How is a specific student doing in their courses?

Click on the course grade to view the course detail.

STUDENT: GRADES

Quick access to student performance in the courses they are enrolled.

This report is useful to quickly see student performance in the courses they have/are taking.

How is a specific student doing in their courses?

Click on the lesson number in the left column to see the student lesson detail report.

Click on individual question scores to view the question detail and for how the student 
answered 

STUDENT: OVERVIEW DASHBOARD

4 5 6 8

Access to the answer key for the selected question. 

How is this question formulated and did the instruction support it? 

Do I need to review the topic / learning objective associated with this question with 1 or more 
students?

ANSWER KEY

18

View of each student in the groups response given to an individual question.

How did each student in the group answer a specific question.

Ability to quickly make comment or override grade individually.

SESSION QUESTION DETAIL

16

1st Attempt score and time of submission for the lesson quiz.

How did the students for this session perform on a specific lesson quiz?

Click on a specific question number to view the answer key for that question.

Average of student response score per questions and access to all or specific attempts.

How did a specific student perform on the lesson quiz?

How did the class perform on a specific question?

SESSION LESSON DETAIL

3 4 5 6 9 12 14 17

Click on a students individual question response or lesson average to view the lesson question detail

Select the average score for a specific question to review all answers by the group for that question

Course grade averages for 1 or more sessions of a course that you are teaching or have taught 
in the past. 

How am I doing teaching this subject based on overall class performance?

Click on a specific session to see the details of that session. 

COURSE SESSION SUMMARY

6 8 10

Quick access to the performance of the class at the lesson and question level.

Useful report to see where the class as a whole may be struggling with particular 
concepts of the course. Identify lessons or specific questions where content remediation 
may be needed.

How has the group generally performed on the questions for the lessons?

Click on the lesson number in the left column to see the session lesson detail report.

Click on individual question scores to view the answer key for that specific question.

SESSION OVERVIEW: LESSON REPORT

3 4 126

Click on the session score in the bottom right to view score by learning objective.

How have students generally performed at the lesson level?

Quick access to the lesson scores of students in the selected session.

Defaults to show a running total for 1st attempts at quizzes. 
Snapshots allow you to view specific lessons and all or specific attempts.

Click on the lesson number in the top row to see the session lesson detail report.

Click on student's name to see course scores and a comparison for the individual student. 

Click on individual question scores to view the answer key for that specific question.

SESSION OVERVIEW: GRADER REPORT

1 2 3 4 125 6 11

How is a specific group (session of a course) performing?

SESSION OVERVIEW

3 4 7 8 12 13

STUDENT OVERVIEW REPORTS
How is a specific student performing?

LMS INSTRUCTOR REPORTS

COURSE/SESSION REPORTS
What is the group(s) performance on the content?

How did the group fare on last night⁹s 
homework assignment?

1. Course Session Reports

2. Session Overview

3. Open the desired course ribbon

4. Grader Report (for desired session)

5. View lesson quiz scores

Specific Lessons (only show the lessons you need to view)

Due Date (complete by communicated time)

Identify those who completed the assignment 
 Review group averages to entire lessons 

 What are the outliers?   
 Do any of the scores surprise you? 
     Is performance higher or lower than expected? 
 What are the trends?

Filtered By: Highest Attempt 

Show Extra Attempts 

REPORT FLOW:

USEFUL FILTERS:

EXAMPLE REPORT USAGE/FLOW

ANALYSIS:

CONTINUED REPORT FLOW:

6. Lesson Review

7. Select desired lesson

USEFUL FILTERS:

Show Extra Attempts 

Highlight Scores Below 

ANALYSIS:
Of the struggle, are there common areas? 

 Is it content? 
 Select question average to review Session Question Detail 

     to see if it⁹s the delivery of the question or the instruction. 
 Is it effort? 

 Is there any kind of coaching or mentoring needed 
 individually? 

 Select student lesson average to review Lesson 

REPORT FILTERS

Due Date 

Specific Lessons 

Include Inactive Students 

Highlight Scores Below 

Show Extra Attempts 

CSV/PRINT (Export) 
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How much effort is a specific student 
putting forth?

CONTINUED REPORT FLOW: 

8. Student Course Detail

USEFUL FILTERS:

Show Extra Attempts 

First/Last/Highest Attempt 

ANALYSIS:
How does this students effort compare to the group? 

 How do their lesson scores compare to the class average? 
 How much time did they spend on the lesson homework? 
 Did they reattempt the homework? 
 What are the trends? 

Class Average:   Score/Time 

This report provides a cumulative score of the groups of questions that pertain to 
the learning objectives.

How has the group generally performed on the questions as they are mapped to the 
Learning Objectives?

SESSION OVERVIEW:  LEARNING OBJECTIVE

18

When accessed directly from the course lesson page a session must be selected.

Start Date Persistant 

Accordian FX 

Highlight Lessons Completed 

After 

Start Date / End Date 

First/Last/Highest Attempt 

Cancel 

Expand All 

Time Spent 

Class Averages: Score/Time 

Make Comment - Override Score 

Include Date/Time Completed 

Presentation Mode: Answer Key 




